
 

 

 
Dear Meditators 
 
In this Christmas Season  
I am writing this message on 28 December, between Christmas Day and 30 December which is the 
anniversary of John Main’s passing, and would like to share with you this reflection from Fr 
Laurence Freeman on how John Main’s teaching on meditation leads us deeper into the meaning 
of Jesus.  

 

Anniversary of John Main OSB 
21 January 1926 – 30 December 1982 

 
It is thirty-three years since John Main passed from this world into the light. Over these years it has been 
wondrous to see his vision confirmed and his teaching touch the hearts and lives of people around the 
world – a teaching that is not limited by race, language, age, gender or even creed. This can only be 
because it is a teaching on prayer that harmonises directly with the mystery of Christ in whom there is 
neither Jew nor Greek, slave or free, male or female… That is, it is a mystery in which our differences are 
transformed into aspects of a single inclusive and great unity. 

Today our community reflects on the grace of John Main to the church and the world. We reflect too on our 
own varied yet unified ways of developing his vision and legacy.  May this day be blessed by a sense of 
wonder, gratitude – and presence.  

In the last days of his life when I 
meditated with him or just sat beside  
his bed I realised that he had already 
effectively passed over into the state of 
continuous prayer, which he said is the 
goal and meaning of all kinds of prayer. 
On some of these last occasions, when I 
prayed with him, I was made powerfully 
aware of the existence of this deeper, 

non-dual dimension of spiritual con-
sciousness. Here, in complete silence 
and stillness, perfectly devoid of desire 
or fear, a great communication can 
be effected, a transmission that is 
real and actual but that, even as it 
happens in time and out of time, does 
not disturb the stillness or break the 
silence

. One other and most important aspect of praying with John Main for me was to learn to recognize 
Jesus. I had been raised in Christian faith but as I entered a questioning and self-discovering phase of 
life the belief system around this faith began to dissolve. Jesus became an ever more distant enigma. 
Father John’s emphasis on delving into the experience which meditation opens up through stillness and 
silence allowed me to plunge fully into the great question of Jesus, ‘Who do you say I am?’ Praying with 
John Main reawakened the question of faith at a much deeper level of self-knowledge than I had ever 
been at before. In John Main’s vitalizing free spirit and in his deep faith in and love for Jesus I began to 
see what the big question might mean. I had met Jesus in him. 

(Laurence Freeman OSB) 
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National Retreat with Fr Laurence Freeman  
Our national retreat with Fr Laurence Freeman will be held on the weekend of Saturday and Sunday, 
12-13 March 2016, at Catholic Junior College. Our last national retreat, in November 2014 on the 
theme of The Eight Big Problems of Life, attracted over 500 participants. The theme for this year’s 
retreat will be Milestones: Stages of Life in the Light of Meditation. We will send you more details soon.  

WCCM Retreats for the World Community 
The annual Easter Retreat on Bere Island will be held on 20-27 March 2016. This retreat is an interior 
pilgrimage of the Easter mysteries as they unfold in Holy Week. The traditional Monte Oliveto Retreat 
will be held on 20-27 June 2016. Fr Laurence will address the question of change – how can we 
balance our fear of change with the need for change. For more information on these two retreats, click 
on the respective links: Easter Retreat 2016    Monte Oliveto Retreat. 

Meditatio Outreach in Singapore 
Meditatio is WCCM’s outreach where we share the value of meditation in addressing the challenges of 
contemporary society such as education, healthcare, business, conflict, and the environment.  As part 
of this outreach, Fr Laurence will be making the following presentations in Singapore: 

Healing Silence  
– Public lecture for healthcare professionals, organised by the Sengkang Health Group, 4 March 
2016. 
Meditation and Leadership  
– Elective course for MBA students, Singapore Management University, March--April 2016.   
Meditation and Leadership  
– Two-day workshop for Fellows and faculty members, Nanyang Technological University Business 
School. 

Recommended Resources 
I’d like to recommend Fr Laurence’s latest book Sensing God: Learning to meditate during Lent. His 
daily reflections for the period of Lent highlight Gospel themes and their continued relevance for today. 
Another new book I recommend is Christian Meditation: A Six-Week Introductory Course. The book 
offers simple, practical help for anyone wishing to share Christian meditation with others. Group leaders 
in particular will find the book helpful when they have to introduce meditation to newcomers.  More 
information can be found in the attachment. 

Wishing you and your loved ones the peace and love of Christ, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enquiries: wccmsingaporemail@gmail.com  
 

PETER NG 

JUST PUBLISHED 

Sensing God 
LEARNING TO MEDITATE DURING LENT 
Laurence Freeman OSB 

The 46 daily reflections in this book take 
us through the desert days of Lent with 
extraordinary clarity, depth and com-
passion. Fr Laurence’s teaching helps us 
to sense God’s presence within us and so 
experience joy in every area of our lives. 

Size 20cm x 13cm     120 pages 

CHRISTIAN MEDITATION 
Six-Week Introductory Course 
Laurence Freeman OSB 

This handbook is a step-by-step guide for 
introducing Christian meditation over six 
sessions. It offers a plan for the course 
with all the necessary materials to help 
meditators to be share the teaching 
systematically. 

Size 20cm x 13.5cm     80 pages 

http://wccm.org/content/bere-island-easter-meditation-retreat-2016
http://wccm.org/content/monte-oliveto-retreat-2016

